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Why)sustainable)design)ma8ers)

1.  40%50%(of(CO2(emissions(associated(with(building(
industry(in(UK/USA;(30%(globally.((

 (To(light,(heat((cool)(&(venLlate(buildings(+(to(((
construct(them(((i.e.(embodied(energy(materials)(

2.  But(CO2(is(not(the(only(environmental(impact(of(
the(construcLon(industry:((health,(biodiversity,(
water(use,(waste,(use(of(finite(resources,…(

 Focus(on(CO2((as(main(greenhouse(gas(((((((((((((((((
from(burning(fossil(fuels(leading(to((((((((((((((((((((
global)warming)



Our(fossil%fuel(addicLon(
 There(is(no(dispute(that(CO2(levels(are(rising(as(a(
result(of(human(acLvity,(which(is(changing(the(
planet’s(climate(and(will(conLnue(to(do(so(unLl(we(
stop(burning(fossil(fuels(altogether.((

(
 !commitment(for(80%)reduc=on)in)CO2)by(2050(by(
EU/UK(government,(

(



Kicking%our(fossil%fuel(
habit(=(challenging(

 cuXng(CO2(is(very(challenging,….(
(
 (we(need(to(ensure(we(don’t(design(‘bad’(buildings(
in(a(quest(to(‘save(CO2’(

 (we(need(to(rebalance(CO2(reducLon(with(reducing(
other(environmental(impacts(



… it is easy 
to get 
things 
wrong 



This is why 
debunking 
myths 
matters!



why debunking myths matters!

  If we get it wrong, we can do more 
damage to the environment than good"

  ‘we look bad’/give industry a bad name"
  Liability/PII (insurance) issues down the 

line as some of it is ‘forsee-able’ – i.e. 
Duty of Care?"



Myth(1(



Climate(change(
is(in(future(



UK:(Climate(change(is(
Already(happening((((((
•  4)ho8est)years)on(record(in(last(15(years(

(2014:(ho\est(so(far)(
•  Summer(heat%wave(in(2003:(2000(people(

died(in(UK(of(heat%related(deaths((
•  Summers)to)be)4C5ºC)warmer)by)2080(
(



Climate(change(is(
unpredictable,(but(we(can(
include(adaptaLons(in(
design,(despite(
unpredictability(



Increased(temperatures(–(
be(smart(about(solar(
shading(to(avoid(increased(
reliance(of(acLve(cooling((



Airflow(&(shading(
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Externally)reflec=ve)materials)

Solar)shading)

Shading)by)vegeta=on)
+)increases)urban)
greenery)(+local)micro)
climate))

High)ceilings)(min.)2.6m)on)upper)
floors)&)2.8m)on)ground))

Exposed)thermal)mass)

Good)cross)ven=la=on,)
par=cularly)secure)nightC
cooling)

Insulate)pipework)&)
efficient)appliances)to)
reduce)heat)gain)from)
them!)

green)roofs)(also)decreases)material)
movement)&)increases)durability))

Prevent(overheaLng:(hybrid(of(measures(
(not(a(single(soluLon)( ©(The(Environmental(Design(Pocketbook(



Flooding%(design(buildings(
to(withstand(flooding!(



Different)building)
typologies)to)

withstand)
flooding)
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Myth(2(



What(if(global(
warming(is(not(as(
bad(as(predicted?(



Comic(by(Joel(Pe\.(



What(is(the(worst(
that(can(happen(by(
building(more(
sustainable?(



Then(we(have:((
•  Provided(thermal(comfort(&(healthy(buildings(‘for(

nothing’(
•  Minimised(the(need(for(demoliLon(of(buildings(‘(

for(nothing’(
•  Reduced(CO2(emissions(for(‘nothing’(
(
 So)we)will)have)built)be8er)buildings)which)use)

fewer)resources)to)build)and)run)‘for)nothing’!)
 ‘risks’)associated)with)designing)adaptable)

buildings)to)climate)change)are)‘benefits’)and)
opportuni=es.)



But(what(if(
we(do(
nothing?(



2003(heat(wave(anomaly((temperatures)(

Risk)of)more)of)this)in)UK/world(



2003(heat(wave(anomaly((temperatures)(
h\p://peseta.jrc.ec.europa.eu/docs/
Humanhealth.html(

Predicted(increase(in(
heat%related(deaths,…(



Doing(nothing(means(
we(are(taking(real(
risks(with(building(
stock,(resources(&(
(quality(of)(life(



Myth(3(



Green(roofs(are(
‘green’,(right?(



green)roofs)

Green(roofs(are(great(and(have(many(benefits,(
as(long(as(you(specify(the(right(kind(of(green(
roof(for(its(region,(locaLon,((use(and(exposure(



there(are(different(kinds(of(green(roofs,……(

green)roofs)
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Sedum(extensive(green(roof(

1.(Extensive(‘sedum’(green(roofs(
)



2.(Intensive((deep)(green(roofs(
)



2.(Intensive((deep)(green(roofs(
(Jardin(AtlanLque,(Paris))



bere:architects,(biodiverse(and(
intensive(green(roofs(green)roofs)))

C)a)combina=on)



‘green roofs are great’!
But there are different kinds of green roofs,
……"

bere:architects(



•  The(embodied(energy(of(sedum)planted,)
extensive)green)roofs(is(high(

•  So(try(to(order(locally,((

green)roofs)–)extensive)green)roofs)
may)not)be)very)‘green’)



•  large(areas((>10m2)(of(unshaded,(thin,(
(sedum)(extensive(green(roofs(are(not(such(a(
good(idea(if(they(need(to(be(irrigated(in(dry(
periods(

•  Only(use(extensive(green(roofs(in(small)areas,(
or(where(shaded,(or(opt(for(biodiverse/brown(
or(intensive(green(roofs((i.e.(with(deeper(soil/
substrate)(

green)roofs)–)what)to)look)out)for)



Green(roofs(should(ideally(not(be(combined(
with(solar(thermal(panels(&(PV%Ts(

green)roofs)



Are(good(combined(with(PV((

green)roofs)



as(long(as:(
•  plants(do(not(
shade(

•  Good/safe(
maintenance(
access((

green)roofs))
&)PV)



Myth(4(



So(what(about(
green(walls?(



‘green)walls)are)“green”?)



Jean)Nouvel)+)Patrick)LeBlanc)



‘green walls are “green”!Really?)



‘green walls are “green”!Really?)
•  Plants(forced(to(grow(horizontal(roots(in(li\le/
no(soil(

•  ConLnuous(irrigaLon(required(((water(+(
nutrients)((

• with(large(energy/carbon(costs((
•  High(maintenance(
• Many(plants(fail(



Paradise)park,)London)–)as)intended)



Paradise)park,)London)–)now.)





Grow)from)ground)up)instead)(Mario)
Cucinella))



Myth(5(



Micro%renewables(
such(as(micro%wind(
turbines(are(a(great(
idea(in(urban(areas(



MicroCwind))
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✗(

✓(
?)



Myth(6(



Grey%water(and(
rainwater(harvesLng:((
is(it(always(
environmentally(
sound?(



Grey water and rainwater harvesting!

•  not all systems are energy efficient, even if they 
save water"

•  it is not always a good idea, particularly where 
electrical pumping and chemical treatment are 
required"

•  Usually higher embodied energy ( compared to 
mains water use) (dual pipework, system)"

 So a balancing act between CO2 savings and that 
which cannot be measured in CO2 (water) "



•  water-efficient appliances are always a 
priority over water harvesting."



•  Simple harvesting techniques without 
pumping or long-term storage (so no 
need to treat water chemically) are best"



Myth(7(



‘Eco%measures’(
lead(to(energy(
savings(and(
reduced(bills,(right?(



Eco-measures= energy savings?!

•  If we specify energy intensive ‘eco-measures’ 
such as rain-water harvesting & grey-water 
recycling, bills are likely to increase due to 
increased energy use!!

!
"



Eco-measures= energy savings?!
For example, Angela Carter close results: "
•  Energy used"

–  Total ranged from 62 - 171 kWh/m2/yr "~ 2.8 fold variation"
–  Gas ranged from 41 – 146 kWh/m2/yr "~ 3.6 fold variation"
–  Electricity from 20-36 kWh/m2/yr " "~ 1.8 fold variation"
–  CO2 emissions from 18 – 38 kg/m2/yr "~ 2.1 fold variation"
"

•  Why such big differences??!
–  Temperature choice, "
–  Number of occupants,"
–  Different orientation"
–  User behaviour..."
–  Take back?"



Eco-measures= energy savings?!

•  Also: Models are inaccurate to predict energy 
use, which may explain wide gaps between 
predicted vs actual energy use and may not lead 
to savings!

!
•  And do not underestimate User behaviour, 

particularly ‘take-back’, is influential in ‘energy-
saving’."



Myth(8(



Does(a‘zero(energy’(
building(means(its(
environmental(
impact(is(‘zero’?(



No!(
We)already)iden=fied)
other)environmental)

impacts)which)cannot)be)
measured)in)CO2)



also,(0CO2((
•  Is(difficult(to(achieve,(parLcularly(

in(urban(areas.(
•  Because(most(urban(areas(are(of(
too)high)density)to(achieve(
‘zero(energy’(
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Approx.(100(dw/ha(–(low(energy( Approx.(30(dw/ha(–(‘zero(carbon’(

)So)even)if)‘zero)carbon’,)may)not)be)
sustainable)in)other)ways!)(transporta=on)energy)
increases)at)lower)densi=es))



Myth(9(



If(I(have(‘clean’,(
renewable(energy,(
it(does(not(ma\er(
how(much(I(use(of(
it?(



No!(
1.  Solar(panels,(wind(turbines(etc(have(a(high(

embodied(energy(and(are(made(from(finite(
resources.(The)more)energy)we)use,)the)more)
renewables)we)need!)

2.  Most(renewables(have(a(15%25(year(life%span.(But(
most(buildings(last(>(60(years.((

3.  If(our(building(is(energy%inefficient(&(renewables(
stop(working,(environmental(impact((and(bills)(
will(be(high(and(thermal(comfort(may(be(
compromised(

(



Energy(
efficiency(



=(first(
renewable(



Myth(10(



Retrofit(of(exisLng(
buildings=(
unneeded(&(
boring(?(



No!((
~27(million(
buildings(in(UK(–(
in(urgent(need(of(
upgrade(



How)‘bad’)is)the)UK)stock?)

80(
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Thank((you(
(

www.environmentaldesignpocketbook.com(
www.architectureforchange.com(


